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ABSTRACT  

 

PT ABC is a Peer-To-Peer (P2P) company that currently lends to micro segment with Grameen model. New loan segment: 

warung / retailers that are affiliated with PT XYZ (an Ecommerce platform) are targeted by PT ABC. With this different 

characteristic compared to the existing segment, PT ABC has to find a new credit scoring model to mitigate the credit risk. This 

study is performed to identify variables that can be used in the initial credit scoring and final scoring models for the new 

segment. This study uses quantitative analysis with logistic regression and scorecard methodology to build credit scoring model. 

First model was built based on population of 876 warungs that have history of soft loan from the affiliated eCommerce PT XYZ. 

The final model used population of 193 debtors who applied for the Pilot Project. The pilot project was conducted in three 

months from December 2018 to February 2019 with the latest loan maturity in May 2019. The data used in this project is 

secondary data, collected from PT ABC. The number of data default although small but still meet the requirements based on 

theory. The result of this study: variables 1) Type of warung, 2) City, 3) Duration as member of ecommerce, 4) Number & 

amount of Topup & Transaction are significant to the initial credit model. Meanwhile in final credit model, the variables are: 1) 

Age 2) Home Ownership, Type of warung, 4) Ratio Income/Expense, 5) Ratio Net Income/Installment, 6) Ratio Income/Limit, 7) 

Tenor of business. The model predictive power is also acceptable with AUC/ROC and Accuracy greater than 70%. The final 

scoring model is recommended to be used in the secondary pilot project with additional rule set based on data analysis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Peer to Peer (P2P) Lending Industry is booming now in Indonesia. OJK (2019) published that as per February 2019 there are 99 

registered P2P (and only 1 company already get license) at OJK.Official data from OJK (2019) as per December 2018 show that 

registered P2P companies already disbursed cumulative loan of IDR 22,6 Trillion coming from 8,8 Million loan account.  

 

PT ABC is a P2P that wants to enter micro segment which is Individual Lender. They are targeting retailers which called warung 

as their customers. In this paper we will use term warung to describe the retailers. A Warung as an individual borrower has a 

very different characteristic compared to the PT ABC existing segment which is grameen lending. The credit risk in individual 

borrower is higher because the repayment source is solely from warung itself and there are no other collaterals. Therefore, PT 

ABC should have capability to asses’ warung individually to determine its capability to pay. It is not easy to asses’ warung 

because PT ABC does not have enough data for credit assessment of any random warung. However, this data problem can be 

solved if PT ABC cooperated with an Ecommerce platform who has these warung as their user/agent. Recognizing this, PT ABC 

has a partnership with PT XYZ (an Ecommerce platform) to finance warung who registered as user/agent in PT XYZ. These 

warungs are a traditional warung/retailer who before buy goods from offline distributor/wholesaler and then sell it offline in their 

shop. Now with the help of PT XYZ’s application, this Warung will also sell an online item such as prepaid telco and electricity 

voucher. Warungs also accept payment of many biller such as telco, cable TV, etc. Warung can also buy goods with lower price 

using PT XYZ application. The customer data and transaction data of these warung will be used by PT ABC in assessing their 

credit worthiness by using credit scoring model. This credit scoring model will be used by PT ABC to manage the credit risk 

rising from this new segment lending. Another use of the credit scoring model is PT ABC can inform the rating/grade of a 

borrower to the investor in P2P market. In building credit model, PT ABC should determine variables that are significant to their 

models and ensure the model will have an acceptable predictive power. 

 

Since this is a new type of lending, PT ABC would conduct a Pilot Project to test the Market. An initial credit model required to 

build prior Pilot Project to be used as credit assessment in Pilot Project. After conducting Pilot Project, we could analyze the 

result and use the data to build the Final credit model. 

 

The research objectives are as below: 

 

1. To build an initial scoring model to be used in Pilot Project using initial history data from eCommerce  

2. To review credit performance data in Pilot Project and recommend a better scoring model / approach 

 

This paper is focused on building an initial credit model based on data from warung from Ecommerce in period of 2018. Then 

after pilot project launched in Dec 2018 to Feb 2019, and waiting until loan maturity & collection in July 2019, performance of 

credits is analyzed to build final credit model. Then this research provides conclusions and recommendation to PT ABC.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Credit risk, the main risk for financial institution who focus on micro segment is a risk to get earnings or principal return because 

borrowers is late to pay their obligations. Credit risk includes each transaction risk and portfolio risk (GTZ, 2000) 

 

Laurentis and Mattei (2009) conducted research on lender’ recovery risk management capability and found that the development 

of modern reliable systems of risk management can enhance even more those management capabilities. This means that financial 

institutions should invest significant resources in projects aimed at correctly implementing rating systems and credit risk models, 

and highlight once more the importance of these tools well beyond the scope of regulatory compliance 

 

Credit scoring making process can be either subjective or by statistical (Schreiner, 2003). Traditionally, multi finance institutions 

have used subjective scoring where defined parameters based on experience in the business, margin of interest, profitability and 

disposable income credit risk. These parameters are defined using industry best practice, experience and lending policies. Some 

qualitative indicators are also used as parameters. Loan officers need a lot of time and training to be able to understand and apply 

the parameters and policies of subjective scoring (Womans World Bank, 2003).  

 

On the other hand, statistical credit scoring forecasts risk based on quantified parameters that are recorded on the system. The 

relationships between risk and borrower characteristics are written as mathematical formula that forecasts risk as a probability 

(Schreiner, 2003). Scoring can predict the future based on past behavior.  World Bank (2003) explained that to be able to predict 

any outcome, financial institution needs a set of data borrower’s characteristics and their past repayment behavior. However, in 

micro lending most borrowers are self-employed, own informal small businesses, and have no record of their incomes nor credit 

history in the local credit bureaus.  Even if the credit bureaus do exist, their coverage is usually limited to commercial banks. The 

lack of detailed borrower information means that a typical characteristic in micro loan scoring is much less predictive than a 

typical characteristic in a scoring model in developed country.  Therefore, in micro lending segment, more variables/parameters 

are required to build a strong model. 

 

There are a lot of type of credit risk model. The traditional is usually called scorecard. The scorecard model is the oldest and 

commonly used in the world. According to Siddiqi (2006), scorecard format is preferred because it has some benefits (1) This 

format is simple to interpreted for all risk managers who do not have advanced knowledge of statistics; (2) The reason for low / 

high score and approves/ decline is easy to be explained to regulator, auditor or customer; (3) The development of scorecard is 

not a black box, transparent to everyone; (4) The scorecard is easy to be diagnosed and monitored, using a standard report. 

 

In the case financial institution explore lending to a new segment, it does not have historical performance data to create a new 

scoring model. The first option is to seek external help such as external credit bureau scoring. This external scoring will not be as 

predictive as a tailored one, When external credit bureau do not have robust information on the customer base that company 

targeting, company can use the bureau score as proxy of good and bad borrower and model the probability the score against the 

information available of customer (sociodemographic, transaction data, etc) (Vidal et al, 2019) 

 

When external source of data is not available, company should create internal data by conduction-controlled lending pilot. After 

piloting a few loan cycles, company will have some default data and can develop a statistical model based on this historical 

performance data. To select customer approved for pilot program, company need to develop expert or judgmental scorecard.  

 

Soon after the Initial scorecard build, pilot program can be initiated. Ideally, the product that is being piloted should be low cost 

in service, short turnaround, small amounts, and short term. In this pilot program, selected customers will be preapproved based 

on the scorecard and offer the product only to these customers. It should be kept in mind that there is necessary to have a 

significant sample of customer that default otherwise the model cannot identify the predictors of default. There are no exact 

number on how many default data required, but as a rule of thumb, a good model will need 100 default data If there are really 

new product, 50-100 default data is still acceptable. (Vidal et al, 2019) 

 

METHODS 

 

The research took place in PT ABC, located in Jakarta. The time of Research was allocated starting Q4 2018 to July 2018. 

Object of Research was addressed new segment of lending of PT ABC to Warung affiliated by PT XYZ. Goal of this research is 

to build an initial scoring model to be used in Pilot Project using initial history data from eCommerce, and to build Final Model / 

approach using Pilot Project data. 

 

Qualitative data is taken from initial discussion with PT ABC management in the beginning of project and several meetings 

during the research. Quantitative data using company data are in two phases (a) Data of warung customer of PT XYZ. There are 

875 warungs who have good and bad history with PT XYZ lending program from total 4746 warung data. (b) Data of customer 

PT ABC in Pilot project. There are 193 customers in Pilot Project, and all population is taken (not sampling). 

 

According to Siddiqi (2006), step of building traditional scorecard are; (1) Data Review and Project Parameters. Reliable and 

clean data is needed for scorecard development, with a minimum acceptable number of “goods” and “bads.”, (2) Creation of 

database scorecard. Outliers of Data dan missing data should be cleansed by removing row data or replace outliers with average 

or capped value. The selection of characteristics to be included in the development sample is a critical part of the development 

process. (3) Scorecard development 
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Steps for Scorecard development are Explore data and data cleansing, Initial character analysis, preliminary scorecard, reject 

interference, initial characteristic, final scorecard, and validation. Initial characteristic analysis involves two main parts: 

Univariate (asses the strength of each characteristic individually) and Bivariate/Grouping. The strength of characteristic is 

measured by Weight of Evidence (WOE) and Information Value (IV). IV Less than 0.02 is unpredictive, 0.02<IV<0.1 is weak, 

0.1 <IV<0.3 is medium and IV > 0.3 is strong. However, IV >0.5 could be overpredicting (Siddiqi 2006). The statistical strength, 

measured in terms of WOE and IV, is, however, not the only factor in choosing a characteristic for further analysis, or 

designating it as a strong predictor. In grouped scorecards, the attribute strengths must also be in a logical order, and make 

operational sense. 

 

In Preliminary scorecard, Logistic regression is a common technique used to develop scorecards in most financial industry 

applications, where the predicted variable is categorical. 

 

Logit (Pi) = β0 + β1 X1i +. . . . + βk Xki     ...... (1) 

where 

Pi = posterior probability of “event,” given inputs, for individu i 

Xi = input variables of individu i 

β0 = intercept of the regression line 

βj = parameters, j = 1,2,...,k 

Logit is log of the odds, that is, log (P(event)/P(nonevent)), 

 

The final scorecards are then reproduced by doing the same initial characteristic analysis and regression on the dataset after reject 

interference. The next step is scaling the score to desired range. Some project of scorecard could develop two or three score card 

parallel or by different person. Choosing the best score card is usually based on the scorecard strength that measure by some 

calculation i.e Confusion Matrix, Kolmogorof Smirnoff (KS) , Receiving Operating Characteristic (ROC)/ Area Under Curve 

(AUC)  and Gini. Skantzod & Castelein (2016) said that acceptable ROC should be > 70% and above 80% is Good. While 

acceptable Predictive Power is > 60%, > 70% considered as Good. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

There are 4746 record of warung data which contain three area of variables: 

 

TABLE 1 Initial Data Structure 

Customer Data Topup Data Transaction Data 

Contain 4746 row of Data with 

12 Column 

Contain 199155 row of Data with 

5 Column 

1048575 row of Data with 10 

Column 

 Period Top up date is the first 3 

month after customer joining and 

the last 3 month before data date 

Period Transaction date is the 

first 3 month after customer 

joining and the last 3 month 

before data date 

 user_id (number) 

 kyc_status (text) 

 tipe_warung (text) 

 Provinsi (text) 

 Kota (text) 

 Area (text) 

 Postcode (number) 

 no_ktp (text) 

 saldo_bantuan_user (text) 

 status_bad_debt (text) as per 

19 Sept 

 registered_at (date) 

 Balance (number) as per 19 

Jun 

 

 user_id (number) 

 transaction_id (number) 

 Channel (text) 

 amount_topup (number) 

 transaction_date (date) 

 

 user_id (number) 

 transaction_id (number) 

 transaction_date (date) 

 transaction_type (text) 

 product_id (number) 

 product_category (text) 

 product_name (text) 

 unit_price (number) 

 quantity (number) 

 total_transaction (number) 

 

 

From 4746 data of Warung , there are 875 who the status already get Loan. 415 (47%) Loan is marked as a Good Loan, and 460 

(53%) marked as a bad loan. For practicality, development of scorecard is using R software. 

After Univariate & Bivariate process, with removing variable with missing data dan constant, there are several variables that 

have IV > 0,02  

 

INITIAL MODEL 

 

After Logistic regression process, there are 8 variables selected as significant for the Credit Model such as Type of Warung, 

City, Duration, Number & Amount of topup, and Number of Transaction 
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Table 2 Final Variable and Constant value of Initial Model 

Var Estimate Std..Error z.value Pr...z.. 

(Intercept) 0,103903908 0,089603411 1,159597685 0,246212644 

tipe_warung_woe 0,632347582 0,310630818 2,035688491 0,041781646 

kota_woe 1,358473575 0,553382141 2,454856189 0,014094096 

month_woe 0,73562398 0,434556333 1,692816152 0,090490467 

count_topup_woe -0,767570651 0,27816442 -2,759413485 0,005790522 

amount_topup_woe 0,786862922 0,158597003 4,96139842 6,99875E-07 

ATM_woe 0,875679891 0,421994047 2,075100106 0,037977258 

alfamart_woe 0,539792734 0,344711335 1,565926847 0,117365744 

count_transaction_woe 0,403211142 0,192619969 2,09329876 0,036322493 
 

We evaluate the predictive power for this model. This model have accuracy > 70% and AUC > 60%, which is acceptable model 

(Skantoz & Castelein, 2016). The detailed predictive power shown in Table 3. 

 

From 875 Data, randomly 70% (612 Data) set as Train. 30% (263 Data) set as Test Data. Consistent Performance of Train and 

Test Data are tested. With the cut off probability 0,5 the acceptance score is minimum 340. In the 875 data, which have good or 

bad status 364 is approved. In overall 4746 data, 1439 is approved (340 or above). Later on after scoring model submitted, PT 

ABC get additional customer with same structure who location is in Bogor Area. There are 1957 data given, however 273 

customers are already included in the set of 4746 initial customer data. These additional data are also separated into 3 type of 

data variables (Customer, Transaction & Topup Data). However, in this additional dataset, there are no information on whether 

these customers are given loans before by PT XYZ and whether the status Good or Bad. So, these additional data cannot be used 

for the purpose of create scoring modelling, but these customers can be scored later using our model. From 1957 customer data 

in batch, if we put their data into scoring model, the result is 758 of them have score > 340 (above cut off). 

 

Sidiqqi (2006) said that in most cases, there are more than one model developed and compared. In this case, one model is builtt 

by author of this research and other one is builtt by PT ABC.  At the scoring model, PT ABC using Multi Adaptive Regression 

Spline (MARS) to build the model. The predictive power of PT ABC model is also acceptable because AUC > 60% and 

Accuracy > 70% (Skantzod and Castelein, 2016) 

 

Table 3 gives the summary of comparison Initial model that build in the scope of this research and Model that PT ABC build: 

 

Table 3 Comparison Initial Model vs PT ABC Model 

Item ResearchVersion PT ABC Version 

Regression  Logistic MARS 

AUC 75,78% 79,70% 

Accuracy 71,48% 73,59% 

Recall 79,71% 82,28% 

Precision 70,06% 75,08% 
 

PT ABC Model has higher predicting power compared to the Initial model. Based on these results, PT ABC decided to use their 

initial Model in the Pilot Project. This is in line with theory from Sidiqqi (2006) that we build more than one model and use the 

best one.  

 

PILOT PROJECT 

 

Pilot Project are conducted for 5000 borrowers targeting in area Bogor, Bekasi & Cirebon. Total Outstanding after Pilot Project 

targeted IDR 7 bio with NPL maximum 3%. Risk from NPL will be covered by PT XYZ. Origination of loan begin when PT 

ABC select eligible customer based on customer data provided by PT XYZ. List of Eligible Customer is sent to PT XYZ, and PT 

XYZ notified their customers using notification messages in the apps. Interested customers clicked on application form, filling 

and fulfill data required and submit through the Apps. PT XYZ notified PT ABC, and PT ABC set Virtual Account for loan 

payment of each customer and disburse the fund though PT XYZ account. PT XYZ  disbursed it to each customer wallet and 

then customer can only use the loan money for transaction in PT XYZ Apps (cannot cash it out to bank account). For 

convenience, only one batch of disbursement made every week on Wednesday.  

 

PT XYZ deducted the wallet of customer for weekly installment and sent the result to PT ABC. In case of not enough money in 

wallet for installment, PT XYZ did some collection method according to the Days Past Due stage. When the customer has DPD 

more than 1 week, the Application of Mitra PT XYZ is freezed and cannot do transaction other than top up balance.  
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Pilot Project ran at Dec 2018 to the Eligible criteria defined. There are total 11 Disbursement batch during the Pilot Project, once 

every Wednesday starting 19 December 2018 to 27 February 2019. There are 193 applicants during Pilot Project. Data Variables 

in the Pilot Project are as in Table 4. 

 

Table 4 Customer Data 

 
Other Data Table provided is Delinquency information: 

 Ever delinquent 

 Freq of delinquent Average DPD, Max DPD, Min DPD 

 Freq of delinquent but later paid, Average DPD, Max DPD, Min DPD 

 Freq of delinquent and not paid 

 Last status as per Jul19, Delinquent or not 

 Latest payment on installment 

 First Payment Default 

 Delinquent or not per end of month position from Des 18 to July 19 

 

At the beginning of period, the X+% maintained below 10% because new loan is keep coming. But after End of Feb 19 when no 

more loan disburse and old loan started getting paid off after finish the installment (4 weeks and 12 weeks), the ratio is spike off 

until after last contract date at May 19 to 100%, when the remaining loan portfolio is only the default loan. If we see the real 

default rate in Jul 2019, there are 11 debtors with status delinquent over total 193 customer. Therefore, the default rate is 19/193 

= 10%. With 10% of default rate as per Latest data, this pilot project is relatively have higher default rate compare to several P2P 

published data. 

 

To see the real average delinquency rate, we are looking at the vintage performance as per batch of disbursement, and the X+ 

ratio shown in Figure 1 
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Figure 1: X+% vintage per disbursement date ever 

 

The best disbursement quality is the first batch: 19 Dec 19, where the peak all x+day is 16,7% and after maturity all loan is paid 

up. In Average of 6 month, the X+ rate is 15,9%.   

 

FINAL MODEL 

 

Even though there are a lot of parameters of data, many of them cannot be used due to many missing data (such as NPWP, Birth 

Place, Postal Code, etc) and the information contained is single information (Religion, Marriage Status, Family Member, 

Number of Employee, etc.). Many personal information is not useful for modeling such as Name, Mother Name, Emergency 

Contact, Mobile number & etc. Financial number such as income, expense should be converted to ratio to become more 

meaningful. 

 

The next step is to define Bad for the scoring model. Obviously the 19 accounts of 193 that did not pay until Jun 19 are definitely 

bad. But the number is too small for model. We have to try another Bad definition. The distribution of data is shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Distribution of Bad and Good account 

 
 

There are 2 Models that are built with different Bad definition: 

1. Bad = All loan that ever have record of delinquent (even though later they paid it or not). There are 127 accounts which are 

classified as bad loan with this definition 

2. Bad = The 19-default loans at the end of period + Those who ever delinquent more than 1x for tenor 4 weeks + Those who 

ever delinquent more than 5x for tenor 12 weeks. There are 66 accounts which are classified as bad loan with this definition. 

This number is still met minimum requirement as per stated by Vidal et al (2019). 

 

In Bivariate analysis, all variable has pass with least IV > 0.02. However, in correlation test, “Status_tempat_Usaha” is dropped 

to to high correlation (0,59) with Home Ownership, while Home Ownership have better IV. In Significance Test, Lama Usaha 

Warung & Status tempat usaha is dropped in model 1, while Tenor & Status tempat usaha dropped in Model 2 due to high Std 

Error 

 

As result of Logistic Regression, Final model is using coefficients in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Final Variables and Coefficients for Model 1 vs Model 2 

 

 
 

Table 7. Model 1 and Model 2 Accuracy comparison 

 

 
 

By Accuracy and Predictive, Model 2 has slightly better number in Accuracy and ROC, while Model 1 has better sensitivity and 

Precision. We recommend using Model 2 with below considerations: 

 Better Accuracy and Predictive 

 Tenor of loan have high IV in Model 1, meanwhile tenor of loan is a feature of Product, which supposed not to be 

included in model in the future. When the data is big enough in the next project, separated model should be made 

between Tenor 4 weeks and Tenor 12 weeks. 

 Ever delinquent as Bad definition is not fair, because it will consider customer who ever forget to pay the loan even 

only once as a bad target. 

 

 

OTHER FINDING 

 

Table 8 gives some data analysis that might be useful as a rule based on top of scorecard 

 

Table 8. Finding and Potential Rule Set 

 

Finding Possible Rule Set 

9 from 10 customer who Income – Expense = 

negative is have delinquent history 

Reject immediately if Income – Expense = 

negative, logically because there are no profit to 

pay the loan 

23 from 33 customer who Ratio of (Income – 

Expense) / Weekly installment < 3,5x are have 

delinquent history 

Reject immediately if (Income – Expense / Weekly 

installment) is below 4x because logically the 

monthly profit can not covered 4 weeks installment 

in a month  

Var Model 1 Model 2

(Intercept) 0,672788 -0,63615

Age_woe 1,282973 1,040352

Home_Ownership_woe 1,825112 2,378302

Tipe_Usaha_woe 1,072437 1,028702

Tenor_woe 1,024479

Cov_Inc_Out_woe 0,659969 0,936012

Cov_NetInc_Inst_woe 1,080633 1,101969

Cov_Inc_Loan_woe 0,97573 0,956429

Lama_Usaha_Warung_woe 1,367059

Par Model 1 Model 2

Accuracy 74,61 76,17

Kappa 40,33 44,62

AccuracyLower 67,86 69,52

AccuracyUpper 80,59 81,99

AccuracyNull 65,8 65,8

AccuracyPValue 0,53 0,12

McnemarPValue 4,55 10,48

Sensitivity 86,61 56,06

Specificity 51,52 86,61

Pos Pred Value 77,46 68,52

Neg Pred Value 66,67 79,14

Precision 77,46 68,52

Recall 86,61 56,06

F1 81,78 61,67

Prevalence 65,8 34,2

Detection Rate 56,99 19,17

Detection Prevalence 73,58 27,98

Balanced Accuracy 69,06 71,34

AUC 79,84 82,3
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 12 from 16 customer who Income – 

Expense >= IDR 10 mio are have 

delinquent history 

 33 from 46 customer who Income – 

Expense >= IDR 5 mio are have 

delinquent history 

Big amount of profit is not necessarily true 

(because the data of Income and Expense is based 

on the self-input from customer). Big amount of 

income where it is not make sense for a warung 

should be avoided in the selection. The threshold is 

should be determined further based on further 

survey. 

The expense claimed by customer should be 

verified by the amount of transaction that customer 

made in last few month in PT XYZ. It is not make 

sense if customer claimed their expense is below of 

their average transaction amount per month in PT 

XYZ.  

 

Table 9 provides the summary of analysis related to research objectives: 

 

Table 9. Summary of Analysis vs Research Objectives 

Research Pbjectives Summary of Analysis Comments 

To build an initial scoring model 

to be used in Pilot Project using 

initial history data from 

eCommerce 

We could Build Scoring model 

from the initial history data from 

eCommerce using logistic 

regression as described by 

theory. The accuracy ratio is 

71,48% (Acceptable) 

PT ABC build another version of 

scorecard for comparison and 

their model have better accuracy 

ratio and they choose to use it in 

Pilot Project 

To review credit performance 

data in Pilot Project and 

recommend a better scoring 

model / approach 

We could Build Scoring model 

from Pilot Project data logistic 

regression as described by 

theory. The accuracy ratio is 

76,17% (Acceptable). 

The small number (193) of 

applicant in Pilot Project is also 

resulting small number of default 

data although still reasonable to 

build new scorecard for new 

segment 

 

LIMITATION 

 

This study is focus on one company in one batch of pilot project as is not easy to get customer data from other similar financial 

company. It is suggested the future research to find other company’s data for benchmark model and also possible to use other 

type of regression for credit model comparison. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

The Initial model resulted initial data meet the standard of Credit Model and could test this model in Pilot Project. The Final 

Model also meet acceptable requirement. There is other pattern that is found in the analysis that can be useful to determine Rule 

Set in the next phase. This Final Model could help PT ABC to reduce credit risk in lending to warung. 

 

Based on evaluation from the Pilot Project, PT ABC should be able to start second batch of Pilot Project, to gather more data. 

The scoring from Pilot Project (Model 2) could be tested with additional Rule set as described in previous chapter. PT ABC 

should also consider more to the customer with low predictive score in the second Pilot Project to get more default customer, 

with target 300-400 default customer, each for Tenor 4 weeks and Tenor 12 Weeks. After completing Second Pilot Project, 

scoring model should be reevaluated again and build separate model for Tenor 4 weeks and Tenor 12 weeks. 

 

As we know PT ABC is a P2P company where loan should be funded from investor. While this is still testing program, we 

recommend that the Investor for this second Pilot Project should still from nonpublic investor, so it would not disrupt the public 

trust to Invest in PT ABC. 

 

In Operating model, we recommend making the process of transfer data between PT XYZ and PT ABC is automated, with the 

automated process of scoring. In monitoring loan performance, we recommend there are automated script to trach the portfolio 

performance every day (with indicator like X+, 7+, 30+ and 90+) and separated the tracking for each Tenor 
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